
Siss� Spea�
Nothing can ruin an intimate moment more than a sissy talking in a deep masculine voice
instead of the high-pitched, lisping cadence that should be more than natural for her. Be sure to
train with Sissy Speak each and every day to make sure that you do not get caught in the
horrible situation of ever being mistaken for a gross boy by the sexy strangers that you love to
seduce. Soon nobody will confuse you for anything other than the pink, willing slut you have
always wanted to present yourself as to the world.

This subliminal will remind you of all of the completely important girly vocal habits that you must
form in order to pass as a woman convincingly with just the sound of your voice. Remember to
giggle cutely and often, practice speaking in high pitches, and sing along to all your favorite
female pop stars in order to add the air of femininity you need to speak like the flamboyant sissy
you have always wanted to be.

Form deliciously sissy habits and work to develop your very own beautifully effeminate voice
each and every day with Sissy Speak.

✧ Feeling gross and manly and disgusting whenever my voice sounds deep and
masculine.

✧ Remembering to giggle cutely in the feminine and delicate and girly way that I find
natural, whenever I hear something funny.

✧ Remembering to speak with a slight lisp in order to advertise myself as the feminine
sissy that I crave to be.

✧ Fantasizing about being identified as a woman with just my voice.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on by the thought of being called Miss by a stranger on the

phone.
✧ Practicing speaking in a high-pitched feminine tone whenever I am involved in a

conversation.
✧ Practicing raising my adam’s apple at the top of my throat whenever I feel the need to

talk.
✧ Using my hands flamboyantly whenever I need to speak like the delicate women that I

love to idolize.
✧ Knowing that I must have a perfectly feminine voice in order to advertise myself as the

effeminate sissy I love to be.
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✧ Remembering that having a deep, low, baritone voice will make me appear like a boring,
gross, ugly man to others.

✧ Preferring my voice to be light and high and delicate like the beautiful women that I love
to idolize.

✧ Feeling happy and loved and beautiful whenever I speak with a high pitched, delicate
feminine voice.

✧ Preferring my own voice to be light and delicate and high pitched.
✧ Intuitively knowing that speaking in a feminine voice with a natural lisp will help me live

my ideal girly future.
✧ Knowing that only gross, masculine, disgusting men use deep voices in front of others.
✧ Feeling nauseated and uncomfortable and unhappy whenever my voice sounds deep in

front of others.
✧ Feeling unhappy and unsatisfied and uncomfortable whenever I am forced to speak like

a gross, boring man.
✧ Fantasizing about performing on stage with my feminine voice in front of an excited

crowd of adoring admirers.
✧ Fantasizing about gossiping with my girly best friends in my delicate and feminine voice.
✧ Fantasizing about moaning my sexy lover’s name in my feminine voice while I come.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and fulfilled whenever my voice passes as a woman’s.
✧ Remembering to use my feminine voice each and every day.
✧ Imagining myself ordering a delicate, girly meal at a drive through in my feminine voice.
✧ Gesturing elaborately and flamboyantly with my hands to accentuate my words

whenever I speak to others.
✧ Easily adopting the feminine speech mannerisms of all of the beautiful woman that I love

to idolize.
✧ Speaking softly and demurely and delicately in order to advertise myself as the girly and

feminine and perfect sissy that I know I love to be and have always been.
✧ Imagining myself with a beautiful and lovely and feminine voice.
✧ Feeling comfortable and satisfied and content whenever I am speaking with a high

pitched, feminine voice.
✧ Feeling uncomfortable and unhappy and unfulfilled whenever my voice sounds too deep

or masculine.
✧ Craving the attention that I receive from having a high pitched, beautiful, feminine voice.
✧ Preferring to speak on the phone as the feminine girly girl that I love being.
✧ Unconsciously listening to the vocal inflections of my favorite feminine idols in order to

best imitate them whenever I talk.
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✧ Warming up my voice each and every morning in order to best sound like the feminine
and girly and bubbly sissy that love being in my perfect future.

✧ Knowing that chewing pink bubblegum will help keep my slutty, feminine mouth occupied
whenever it is not gossiping.

✧ Knowing I have always spoken in a high pitched and feminine voice.
✧ Easily forgetting any memories of myself talking as a gross boy as I naturally know that

they could never possibly be true.
✧ Covering my cute and girly mouth with my perfectly manicured hand whenever I giggle

or chew or yawn.
✧ Loving the sound of my high pitched and delicate and feminine voice whenever I speak

like a complete girly girl to others.
✧ Using the word cute to describe everything I see.
✧ Using the word like as much as possible in order to sound like the bubbly girly girl that I

know I have always been.
✧ Emulating the way beautiful women speak and act in the romantic movies and shows

that I love to watch.
✧ Remembering to be cute and feminine and girly whenever I speak.
✧ Giggling cutely and covering my mouth with my delicate, feminine hand whenever I am

nervous.
✧ Always doing my best to sound like a catty valley girl whenever I speak.
✧ Totally interested in everything my flirty and cute and adorable girlfriends say.
✧ Knowing that I have always spoke in a high pitched and feminine voice.
✧ Knowing that my voice sounds strange whenever it is not high pitched and feminine.
✧ Using more emotion and inflection in each and every word that I say.
✧ Practicing speaking in my feminine voice in front of the mirror so I can see how good my

painted lips look whenever they move.
✧ Remembering to speak in a lisping, feminine tone each and every day.
✧ Remembering to inflect each and every sentences as if it is a question in order to best

imitate the adorable valley girls that I love to idolize.
✧ Remembering that I have always wanted to sound delicate and feminine since I was a

little girl.
✧ Remembering that my inner monologue has always sounded like an adorable and

delicate, catty girl.
✧ Matching the feminine voice in my head to my ladylike thoughts each and every day.
✧ Clearing my throat and warming up my voice each and every day by narrating my

morning routine in my most high pitched, feminine voice.
✧ Fantasizing about a sexy stranger falling in love with my voice over the phone.
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✧ Imagining getting complimented on how beautiful and melodic and feminine my voice
sounds.

✧ Enunciating each and every word clearly like the ladies that I love to emulate.
✧ Imagining myself being surrounded by my most feminine and delicate and adorable girl

friends and having my voice blend in perfectly with theirs.
✧ Needing to speak delicately and femininely in order to feel loved and happy and

satisfied.
✧ Knowing I need to have the perfect, effeminate voice in order to pass as the sissy I know

I have always wanted to be.
✧ Admiring the beautiful sound of a woman singing and fantasizing about being able to

match her voice perfectly with enough practice.
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